Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors.

Everyone has been reading the news. The dystopia is rising and it's here. We are also rising to fight the dystopia like it does. We must fight it relentlessly. Our Gods are going to be with us in this endeavor, and we must do our end of this. Winter is not going to be a walk in the park. Those who read the news already understand this.

This winter that is coming is going to be filled with enemy plotting, it has already begun in many nations with the states going as far as to lock people out from supermarkets if they don't have the dystopian tyranny paper. Due to increasing threat and difficulty, we also know that we can't focus solely on warfare but have to do rituals to boost our own here. So we will focus on this too.

If you are in a difficult position, stay strong and do your best. If you are better of, you must hold tight to keep your freedom and maintain it through the rising tide of this enemy triggered global situation.

While the biggest updates are coming for the JoS and therefore everyone here too, there is also a period of high enemy activity. If we stay completely idle, they will attempt [as they have] to get again an upper hand.

This schedule is a preliminary schedule to pave the way for next changes and get some things out of the way first.

For those who are now here, devote your time in meditation and opening up your enlightenment. If you are here you are very lucky, and you will understand this in the light of events happening now and being planned for the future of the earth.

The so called "Kali Yuga" in the teleological Sanskrit, is actually something we are going through right now. This period will be short but very problematic. Short in relative terms, as in the blunt of it is being prepared now. Depending on the level of acceptance and resisting energy against the dystopianism, it will be walking based on legs out of wood and collapse upon itself. That's the intended outcome.

As a collective group, and as explained in the charter of 10 points charter for the next decade, we will all stay together and do Spiritual Work to carry the mission through the next decade and onwards.

The way to defeat the enemy, is through spiritual power and then the other forms of power. In this regard, there will also be two new rituals. Now, since the enemy is
starting their attacks for the next months, we need to act strongly now to keep them at bay until and keep them weak.

One advice, when you do the RTR's, focus intently that all jews collapse from places of power, that jewish politicians are taken down, that they are struggling and failing to implement these agendas that they are so vehemently pushing, that the whole globe is violently and effectively reacting against them. I am sure the creativity everyone has can find more elaborate ways for this.

We must all also strongly imagine all their agendas, well known to us here, have completely failed to manifest.

For those who want to take this one step further, ask directly your Guardian Demon for help in utilizing this Ritual and making it most effective. This can be as easy as praying to your Guardian Demon to fortify your RTR to hit the intended levels and targets.

There will be many structural changes taking place in what we do and on the level of connection with have with the Gods, with a lot of advice on how to do this and a lot of new knowledge. This takes time, but it will change the tide of everything permanently.

For notes, FRTR is Final RTR + Tetra + Shattering, always. The timer on the offensive clock at www.evilgoy.com is at 0 and 1 ticking respectively. Best planetary hours of choice are Saturn and Mars, but any other time will do.

The Schedule below is also built to fortify people from the coming difficulties of this winter, financially or otherwise. Everyone must look after themselves, but the schedule below should give people a boost. We want to get this out of the way after the schedule so that we can proceed with the rest of the far more important tasks.

We have to fortify before we move into the next big battle. Feed yourselves in blessings and let's form the ground for the next big advance.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!

**Below are the Rituals for the preliminary schedule:**

4. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, Ending Confusion RTR
5. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, Ending Confusion RTR
6. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, Ending Confusion RTR
7. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, Ending Confusion RTR
8. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, Ending
Confusion RTR
10. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual
11. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual
12. FRTR, Curse Israel, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual, JoS Protection Ritual

**Below the Links:**

JoS Protection Ritual: [https://satanslibrary.org/JOS_Protection.html](https://satanslibrary.org/JOS_Protection.html)

FRTR: [https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html](https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html)

Curse Israel Ritual: [https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CurseIsraelRitual.html](https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CurseIsraelRitual.html)

Wealth And Safety Ritual For Satanists: [https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitualRunes.html](https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitualRunes.html)

Ending Confusion RTR: [https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D723Ritual.html](https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D723Ritual.html)

Here is the schedule as a page of links: [https://666pages.com/SoaringEagle666/RTRschedule.html](https://666pages.com/SoaringEagle666/RTRschedule.html)

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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